Core M Cart
®

Designed with a small footprint to support an agile learning environment.

Store and charge 24 or 36 laptops, tablets, and hybrids in this compact
charging solution.

Organized
Accommodates a variety
of AC power adapters
and allows space for
cord storage.

Compact
Small footprint allows for easy
navigation in the tightest of
situations.

Easy Rolling
5" four-swivel and
locking casters

Model #

CORE24MS-90D

CORE36MS-90D

CORE24MSBP-90D

CORE36MSBP-90D

CORE24MSBP-CTTZ

CORE36MSBP-CTTZ

CORE24MS-CTTZ

CORE36MS-CTTZ

2 shelves up to 24 devices, rear doors, 90º outlets
2 shelves up to 24 devices, back panel, 90º outlets
2 shelves up to 24 devices, back panel
2 shelves up to 24 devices, rear doors

3 shelves up to 36 devices, rear doors, 90º outlets
3 shelves up to 36 devices, back panel, 90º outlets
3 shelves up to 36 devices, back panel
3 shelves up to 36 devices, rear doors

Dimensions (W x D x H)
Cart 25.3 x 26.5 x 41.4 inches | Slot 1.25 x 14.8 x 9.9 inches
Weight

(without devices)

Core 24M 132 lb | Core 36M 142 lb

Shipping

Ships fully assembled, ready to install devices.

Certifications
MADE IN THE USA

Safe and Secure

Cable Management

Accommodating Storage

Added Safety

Cord Organization

Swivel and Lock

Torque resistant lock acts as a handle
when supplied combination padlock
is removed.

Timer enclosure on side panel
includes an on/off switch and doubles
as a cord winder to keep the power
cord out of the way when not in use.

Bins and AC charging outlets, located
in the rear of the cart, provide a secure
location for AC adapters.

Front of the cart offers notched cable
management hooks to position cords
neatly above devices.

Digital Timer
Digital timer rotates power between
charging zones, while operating from
a single wall to cart plug.

Options
Cart comes in eight models, to
accommodate a variety of device
needs.

Safe
Designed with safety in mind to
ensure safe operation, with the
entire cart listed to UL 60950-1.

All-Steel Construction
Cart is constructed from prime steel,
which contains 25 to 35 percent
post-consumer recycled content and
is finished with powder coated paint.
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Ample slot dimensions accommodate
a variety of device sizes and cases.

Sturdy 5" casters allow for easy
maneuverability from one room to
the next.

Franklin Park, IL 60131

Standard Color

Duotone finished in Concrete/Topaz

1-847-678-2545
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1-800-521-9614
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